In a supersonic chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) operating without primary buffer gas, the features of flowfield have significant effects on the Laser efficiency and beam quality. In this paper three-dimensional, multispecies, chemically reactive CFD technology was used to study the flowfield in mixing nozzle implemented with a supersonic interleaving jet configuration. The features of the flowfield as well as its effect on the spatial distribution of small signal gain were analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) is a highpower chemical laser device that operates on a near infrared radiation (λ = 1.315 μm) of atomic iodine. The laser medium, I*, is produced through a pumping reaction between singlet oxygen, O 2 ( 1 Δ), and ground state iodine, I. Research on COILs has accelerated owing to the potential military and industrial applications. Recently, a new concept of COIL operating without primary buffer gas was proved to be of higher efficiency and stability, and more applicability for mobile integration. This kind of COIL uses nitrogen rather than helium as the buffer gas in the secondary flow (Furman, Barmashenko and Rosenwaks, 1998; Furman et al., 2001; Chen, 2002 & 2003) , which results in characteristic velocity reduction. A series of experimental studies were completed with a supersonic COIL at Ben-Gurion University (Furman, Barmashenko and Rosenwaks, 1998; Furman et al., 2001; Bruins et al., 2002; Rybalkin et al., 2002) . They concluded that the gain distribution is often inhomogeneous because of inefficient mixing . Transverse jets in the transonic or supersonic section chock the nozzle flow and induce complicated flow discontinuities, which may in turn significantly affect the mixing and pumping processes.
In this paper, a new jet configuration called transverse interleaving jet was proposed and applied to a primary-buffer-free COIL. Then, threedimensional (3D) CFD technology was used to evaluate the flowfield and its effect on the gain field in the mixing nozzle.
NUMERICAL MODELS AND ALGORITHMS

Governing equations and numerical models
The COIL flow with a low density and Reynolds number from 10 2 (based on the jet flow conditions and the orifice) to 10 3 (based on the primary flow conditions and the inlet chamber size) is supposed to be governed by 3D Navier-Stokes equations. In Cartesian coordinates, the N-S equation for multicomponent, chemically reactive system is written as:
Here, is the unknown variable vector ， ( 
In the above equations, the total density of the 
where, R is the gas constant and T is the mixture temperature. The thermal conductivity coefficient and the viscosity of each pure species can be approximated by the following polynomials: (1) is the primary onset reaction and equation (3) represents the resonant energy transfer or pumping reaction. Equations (5), (6) and (7) denote different sorts of quench processes by third-bodies. Equation (8) 
Numerical algorithms
The semi-discretized difference equation for equation (1) is
The dissipative term, VISC, is discretized by a second-order centered difference scheme, while the convective term, CONV, is discretized by using a second-order scheme, DCD (Dispersion-controlled dissipative) scheme (Jiang, 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Validation
To verify the numerical algorithms and validate the numerical solutions, a cold flow with a transonic injection in a RADICL (research assessment device improvement chemical laser) slit nozzle has been studied. The geometry used in the simulation was based on the experimental device by Miller et al. (2000) . The complete RADICL nozzle has 115 large injectors and 230 small injectors on either side of the nozzle blade, and the nominal nozzle width is 25.4 cm. The computational domain used the unit cell approximation based on the symmetry of the RADICL nozzle geometry. The symmetry planes include the nozzle centerline. The centerline passes through the large injector and the symmetry line bisects the distance between two adjacent small injectors. In other words, the computational domain is a 1/460 cut of the entire nozzle flowfield. Fig. 2(a) shows the computational domain and the enlargement of the injectors of two symmetric unit cells. A coarse grid (601 × 71 × 31) and a fine grid (601 × 91 × 41) were used to discretize the nozzle. The flow conditions were set according to the experimental setup in the study of Miller et al. (2000) . Firstly, a secondary flow was perpendicularly injected into the primary flow near the nozzle throat. Secondly, helium was used for both the primary and secondary flows. Then we used a total temperature and pressure of T p = 293 K and p p = 7955 Pa for the primary flow (p) and T s = 403 K and p s = 32925 Pa for the secondary flow (s). Fig. 2(b) shows computed wall pressure together with the measured experimental data. There is a good agreement between the numerical results for both the coarse and fine grids and the experiment. The discrepancy in the pressure measurements is highest near the downstream nozzle exit, which is considered to be a consequence of injecting a purge flow in the z direction downstream of the nozzle throat in the experiment . The application of the fine grid causes a minor change in the wall pressure. From a direct comparison of these results, it can be concluded that the numerical solutions are well validated for the jet flow in the COIL.
Computational setup for the transverse interleaved jet
Downstream from the throat, two rows of jet orifices are located on either side of the nozzle blade. The jet orifices, which have a diameter of 1 mm, are interleaved and set 2 mm apart from each other in the z direction. The height of the nozzle throat is 6 mm. The angle between the secondary jets and the nozzle axis is 45 o . Fig. 3(a) shows the computational domain-the unit cell approximation enveloped by the thick lines, which include a half jet orifice on either side of the nozzle blade. Fig. 3(b) and (c) demonstrate the jet arrangement. Total grid point of 501 × 121 × 31 is used to discretize the domain, while mesh refinement is handled near the jets and the nozzle walls. The secondary flow is diluted by the buffer gas N 2 . Two cases were considered, each with a different molar ratio of I 2 /N 2 : namely case (1) 
Features of the flowfield
For the jet mixing in a COIL systems operating without primary buffer gas, the under-expanded secondary flows are always injected from the orifices located in the transonic region downstream from the nozzle throat. Generally, the injection of gas into the supersonic flow induces bow shock waves in front of the jet trajectories. If the structures block the stream to a certain extent, the geometric throat doesn't work and a gasdynamic throat takes over the responsibility of the subsonicsupersonic transition. Fig. 4 show the flowfield in the z = 0 symmetric plane of the upper jet orifice. In Fig. 4(a) , an irregular gasdynamic throat can be seen, as well as a barrel shock and a Mach disc associated with the under-expanded jet condition. The interleaved jets result in an asymmetric flowfield with the sharp gradients of velocity, temperature and species concentration. Fig. 4(b) shows the sharp velocity gradient in the near filed of the interleaved jets, which facilities the mixing between the primary and jet flows through shearing entrainment. Near the upper wall, a recirculation is observed. Between the lower wall surface and the outmost trajectory of the upper jet, there is also a region of reverse flow. The spanwise and streamwise distribution of temperature is given in Fig. 4(c) . It appears relative homogeneous in streamwise but heterogeneous in spanwise direction. This distribution of temperature is also consistent with the experimental measurement documented by Rybalkin et al. (2002) . As the generation of laser medium is sensitive to the temperature, such temperature profile will affect the gain distribution. The flow Mach number given in Fig. 4(d) indicates that a supersonic flowfield has been set up within the core flow of the nozzle. The distribution contour of molecular iodine is given in Fig. 5 . In this figure, one can find the three-dimensional structures of the under-expanded jet and the interaction among the interleaved jet trajectories. The blockage induced by the jet structures should be considered carefully. The subsonic jet mixing configurations which were used in the traditional COIL design may worth further studying for COIL operating without primary buffer gas even though they were not recommended in preceding research Chen, 2002 & 2003) . The distribution of several species is shown in Fig. 6 for case (1) and case (2) . The molecular iodine maintains mostly in the near field of jets as indicated in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), while in the richiodine case the iodine molecules extends more deeply into the downstream field of the nozzle flow than that in case (1). As shown in Fig. 6 (c) and (f), the interleaved jets cause the heterogeneous distributions of laser media, the excited and ground state iodine. Comparing the distributions of I* in Fig. 6 (c) and (d), the rich-iodine condition results in a higher concentration of I* in the core flow than that in case (1). Within both the jet trajectories, there are two strip-like regions which are abundant in ground state iodine atom as seen in Fig. 6 (e) and (f). Such regions indicate that the chain reactions of dissociation illustrated by Fig. 1 go on successfully benefiting from the sufficient molecular iodine within the jet trajectories and efficient mixing between the singlet oxygen flow and the jet flow. Just in the same region, however, I* is infrequent as shown in Fig. 6(d) , which is ultimately different from the more homogeneous distribution of I* in Fig. 6(c) . The nonlinear effects associated with the concentration of the molecular iodine fed by jet flows can hardly be predicted by using any analytical methods. The three-dimensional CFD is helpful to gain understanding of the physical and chemical processes which take place in the COIL mixing nozzles.
Spatial distribution of the small signal gain
The distribution of the small signal gain for the two cases is plotted in Figs. 7. In Fig. 7(a) , the small signal gain degenerates to zero in the boundary layers, which letdowns the laser energy density. The spanwise distribution of the small signal gain in case (1) appears more reasonable than that of case (2) as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Negative gain strips along the jet trajectories can be seen in Fig. 7(b) . The distributional disparity between I* and I shown in . The details of the spatial distribution and the evolution of the small signal gain will be explained in a follow-up research article in the future. , length unit: cm).
CONCLUSIONS
Through the numerical studies of the mixing and reactive flow in the mixing nozzle of COIL operating without primary buffer gas, some important observations are summarized as follows: A reasonable distribution and spatial evolution of the small signal gain can be obtained through the interleaved injection scheme if a proper molecular iodine flow rate is used in the mixing nozzle. The laser medium distribution suffers from the iodine flow rate because of the nonlinear interaction between the fluid dynamics of jets and the chain reaction kinetics of the self-catalyzed I 2 dissociation.
